JUST PEEL & STICK
REPAIRS TEARS AND HOLES IN:
»» TENTS
»» SAILS
»» MOTORCYCLE
SEATS
»» BOAT COVERS
»» BOAT TOWABLES
»» CUSHIONS
»» FISHING WADERS
»» AWNINGS
»» SLEEPING BAGS
»» CAMPING PADS
»» INNER TUBES
»» UPHOLSTERY

BONDS TO:

»» FIBERGLASS
»» VINYL SURFACES
»» NYLON
»» ACRYLIC FABRIC
»» LEATHER
»» NEOPRENE
»» METAL SURFACES
»» MAN-MADE
FABRICS

»» TARPS
»» SEATING
»» AUTOS
»» BOATS
»» INFLATABLES
»» AIR
MATTRESSES
»» JET SKIS
»» ATVs
»» SNOWMOBILES
»» GOLF CARTS
»» POOL LINERS
»» POOL TOYS

»» POLYPROPYLENES
»» POLYETHYLENES
»» POLYURETHANES
»» FINISHED WOOD
SURFACES
»» FABRICS SYNTHETIC &
NATURAL

WARRANTY: LHB Industries will not
accept liability for more than product
replacement.
LHB INDUSTRIES
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
800.552.8252
TEARMENDER.COM

GENERAL USE DIRECTIONS: Clean the
surface to be repaired with an alcohol
swab (provided) and let dry. Cut the Clear
Adhesive patch to desired size. The Patch
should be approx. 1-inch beyond the
damage in all four directions. Peel the
patch from its paper backing and smoothly
apply to damaged area taking care to avoid
trapping air bubbles. Press down firmly
along all the edges of the repair. Repaired
items should not be machine washed or
dried. Note: Clear Adhesive Patch may be
applied under water.
STEP-BY-STEP USAGE GUIDE & HINTS FOR
EASE OF USE
ONE: Clean the surface to be repaired then
allow it to dry. Alcohol swabs are provided but
you can use a mixture of Isopropyl alcohol and
water [50/50] as the cleaning solution.
TWO: Cut the Clear Adhesive Patch to a size
1-inch larger than the damaged area in all four
directions. Round the corners of the patch to
reduce the possibility of peel back. Rounded
corner patches perform better than square
corners.
THREE: Prepare the patch for application by
peeling back a small portion of the liner. By
peeling back approximately ½ inch of liner it
allows the bonding of the Clear Adhesive Patch
to start. At one end slowly remove more of the
liner and simultaneously smooth the patch
onto the repair, pressing firmly to push out any
air bubbles.
FOUR: Press down firmly on the entire patch
and rub hard along all the edges of the Clear
Adhesive Patch.
NOTE: Acrylic Adhesive Technology delivers HiTack initial bonding that is fully cured after 6
hours for a durable, long lasting Repair.

